
 

 

    
  

THE GLASGOW SCHOOL OF ART 
 
Board of Governors Awayday, Monday 1st February 2016,  at Citizen M, 60 Renfrew Street, Glasgow, G2 3BW 
 
 
Timetable (as at 27th January)       Attending 
            
9.30 Tea/Coffee on arrival        Board of Governors  
 
10.00 Welcome and Apologies for Absence      Board of Governors  
 
10.05 Report on Recruitment of New Lay Governors      Board of Governors  
 
10.10 Board and Council Effectiveness Surveys (Papers attached)   Board of Governors  
 (and role of Intermediary) 
 
10.40  Governance Legislation: update       Board of Governors  
 
11.15 Tea/Coffee          Board of Governors  
      
11.30 Estates Development and Communications     Board of Governors (plus Scott Parsons  
            and Alan Horn) 
            
12.45 Buffet Lunch          Board + Executive Group  
 
13.45  Transitions In, Transitions Out       Board + Executive Group  
                 
14.45 Tea/Coffee          Board + Executive Group  
 
15.00 Towards 2020         Board + Executive Group 
 
16.00 Drinks           Board + Executive Group 
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Annual Review of Governance Effectiveness Survey    

December 2015        

 

1 

 

 

1.a. Additional comments: 

Board agendas are too crowded, so urgent operational issues displace the opportunity to follow through 
on the bigger picture of where the GSA is going. 

The LFHE training I undertook helped me to develop a clearer understanding of my role and that of the 
Board. 

There is very robust support in place 

Staff are unaware of who sets the agenda and the level of involvement of governors 

 

 

 

2.a. Additional comments: 
Given the importance of estate development I think it is vital that Governors have a better sense of the 
existing estate - a tour would be useful.   

I previously thought that induction needed to be more intensive.  Having not been party to the induction 
of any recent new Governors I do not know if this has been improved. 

more understanding of HE sector governance for new members 
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Annual Review of Governance Effectiveness Survey    

December 2015        

 

2 

 

 

3.a. Additional comments: 
Given the changes some additional financial expertise would be of value 

More practical academic experience among the lay governors could be helpful in understanding and 
challenging what the School is doing, both in teaching and research 

Board membership covers business and legal areas well, but we seem to be lacking some representation 
from the arts sector at present. 

We should continually review the balance of skills and experience at each opportunity for change to the 
Board. 

Financial skills is an area where representation is rather light 

 

 

 

4.a. Additional comments: 
More duty of care for staff and if possible greater understanding of core business of education 
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Annual Review of Governance Effectiveness Survey    

December 2015        

 

3 

 

 

5.a. Additional comments: 
sometimes unclear detailed roles of committees - might be good to provide remits to Board members 
again  

 

 

 

6.a. Additional comments: 
The Chair is very committed and hard working. 

I feel the leadership is excellent 

strong chair and deputes 
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Annual Review of Governance Effectiveness Survey    

December 2015        

 

4 

 

 

7.a. Additional comments: 
The agendas are too crowded.  The chair has to rush things through, and there is little opportunity for 
matters that require some time for reflection to be taken up and dealt with properly.  People get the 
chance to make their points, but the follow up is sometimes not clear. 

 

 

 

8.a. Additional comments: 
No particular comments but there are some challenges to navigate around GSA / GSAE 

This has got a lot better over the last year or two, but it will be important to ensure that the Board and its 
committees are not "taken for granted". 

Hearing from staff groups other than exec and management may be useful 

Board should give more focus to the risk register and monitoring how risks are emerging or evolving 
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Annual Review of Governance Effectiveness Survey    

December 2015        
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9.a. Additional comments: 
I don't have any criticism - but there is always room for improvements 

 

 

 

10.a. Additional comments: 
This is not very effective.  For example, the consistent pattern of budget outcomes changing almost all 
the time does not lead to real challenge as to why this happens.   

There is always scope for improvement in the measurement of performance but that would likely involve 
a step change in time input to any performance review process carried out at an individual level. 

More focus on management accounts would be welcome as income streams become more diverse 

not sure we know whether we are doing a good job - or indeed how that could be measured 
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Annual Review of Governance Effectiveness Survey    

December 2015        
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11.a. Additional comments: 
All the information is available but the Director's style is not to be too much out in front. I think he could 
be more decisive in pushing the strategy forward. 

Presentations are pretty general.  A deep dive into issues would occasionally be helpful. 

Reports from Schools could be standardised so that the Board receives consistent information that aligns 
with strategic priorities.  Currently, the format, length and content of the reports differ greatly from 
School to School. 

Broader information form on the ground too please. Operational challenges! 

getting much better 

 

 

 

12.a. Additional comments: 
The way financial information is presented is much improved. It is clearer than in previous times. 

Again - no particular concerns but there are always areas that could be improved on. Sometimes the 
limited amount of time between papers being issued and a Board meeting limits the ability to fully 
absorb and reflect on such a considerable amount of detailed material  

Recent discussions of the presentation of the accounts, management accounts during the year and early 
warning of trends has sapped confidence a bit. 

Financial information is thorough and presented in a timely fashion.  We still get surprises from time to 
time but that may be inevitable given the nature of the institution. 

See above re management accounts 

School accounts to Board would be helpful 
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Annual Review of Governance Effectiveness Survey    

December 2015        
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13.a. Additional comments: 

 

 

 

 

14.a. Additional comments: 
We are never really sure how GSA compares with others 

Better and more consistent reporting from Schools would improve this. 

difficult area to measure 
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Annual Review of Governance Effectiveness Survey    

December 2015        

 

8 

 

 

15.a. Additional comments: 
Formally, the requirements are met, but there is little real discussion of risk. 

Improved monitoring and management of the risk register is in hand. 

Greater interrogation and monitoring of risk register 

Risks should be actively managed. Getting better 

 

 

 

16.a. Additional comments: 
I have particular interest in this area and feel I have a good understanding of the work going on in this 
area. I am sure this is the case with other Governors in other areas mentioned above 

Staff morale is low so when job market is more buoyant perhaps we will lose valuable staff 

need international comparisons and goals 
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Annual Review of Governance Effectiveness Survey    

December 2015        

 

9 

 

 

17.a. Additional comments: 
The Board feels able to question and challenge - there is a good spirit around and it is easy to initiate 
open constructive dialogue 

See above comments 

there needs to be more clarity about the executive and its relationship to the Board 

 

 

 

18.a. Additional comments: 
I have noticed a huge improvement in recent times 

The jury is out. 

Again, more consistently formatted reports from Schools, aligned to strategic priorities, could improve 
communication to the Board on key developments and challenges. 

need to review timings of information coming to Board e.g. student recruitment  
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Annual Review of Governance Effectiveness Survey    
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19.a. Additional comments: 
see comments re management accounts 

School accounts should be reviewed regularly and brought to Board with updates 

 

 

 

20.a. Additional comments: 
See 12 
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Annual Review of Governance Effectiveness Survey    

December 2015        

 

11 

 

 

21.a. Additional comments: 
I feel we are well informed and my only concern is sometimes the short length of time to absorb all the 
paperwork.   

Formal requirements are met.  But there is little depth in the information provided. 

Risks should be actively managed. Getting better. 

 

 

 

 

22.a. Additional comments: 

 

 

Notes: 

a. 12 responses from 17 eligible (Response Rate 70.6%) 

b. Survey open from 2 December 2015 to 16 December 2015 
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Annual Review of Governance Effectiveness Survey                                                                                                            

December 2015        
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Survey Summary and Historical Comparison 

Survey Questions Survey Year Survey Responses 

  

  

Yes 
Yes, but there is 

scope for 
improvement 

No 

1. There is clarity regarding the role of the Board and my role as a member 
2015 75% 17% 8% 

2014 47% 53% 0% 

2. Member induction and development is appropriate 
2015 58% 33% 8% 

2014 27% 67% 7% 

3. There is an appropriate balance of skills and experience among members 
2015 42% 58% 0% 

2014 47% 53% 0% 

4. Members exercise their responsibilities in the interests of GSA as a whole 
2015 92% 8% 0% 

2014 87% 13% 0% 

5. Proceedings of the Board are conducted in an appropriately transparent manner 
2015 83% 17% 0% 

2014 93% 7% 0% 

6. The Board has effective leadership 
2015 100% 0% 0% 

2014 80% 20% 0% 

7. Board dynamics and behaviours are appropriate 
2015 92% 8% 0% 

2014 67% 33% 0% 

8. GSA has effective governance structures and processes 
2015 50% 50% 0% 

2014 67% 33% 0% 

9. The Board evidences a commitment to the vision, organisational cultures and values of GSA 
2015 92% 8% 0% 

2014 73% 27% 0% 

10. The Board undertakes effective performance monitoring and measurement 
2015 50% 42% 8% 

2014 20% 67% 13% 

11. The Board has sufficient information and input to be confident that the strategic plan is being 
achieved 

2015 58% 42% 0% 

2014 33% 60% 7% 
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12. The Board has sufficient information and input to be confident that financial health is achieved 
2015 50% 50% 0% 

2014 73% 20% 7% 

13. The Board has sufficient information and input to be confident that accountability and regulatory 
compliance is achieved 

2015 92% 8% 0% 

2014 87% 13% 0% 

14. The Board has sufficient information and input to be confident that quality in academic and service 
provision is achieved 

2015 50% 42% 8% 

2014 20% 67% 13% 

15. The Board has sufficient information and input to be confident that risk is assessed and addressed 
2015 50% 42% 8% 

2014 53% 27% 20% 

16. The Board has sufficient information and input to be confident that institutional reputation and 
competitiveness are being enhanced 

2015 75% 25% 0% 

2014 47% 53% 0% 

17. The Board has sufficient information and input to be confident that it is sufficiently supporting and 
challenging the Executive 

2015 50% 42% 8% 

2014 47% 53% 0% 

18. The Executive Group provides sufficient information to ensure Board confidence in the strategic 
plan is being achieved 

2015 42% 58% 0% 

2014 Not Asked 

19. The Executive Group provides sufficient information to ensure Board confidence that financial 
health is achieved 

2015 58% 42% 0% 

2014 Not Asked 

20. The Executive Group provides sufficient information to ensure Board confidence that 
accountability and regulatory compliance is being achieved 

2015 75% 25% 0% 

2014 Not Asked 

21. The Executive Group provides sufficient information to ensure Board confidence that risk is 
assessed and addressed 

2015 42% 50% 8% 

2014 Not Asked 

22. The Executive Group provides sufficient information to ensure Board confidence that institutional 
reputation and competiveness are being enhanced 

2015 75% 25% 0% 

2014 Not Asked 
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Annual Review of Academic Council Effectiveness Survey   

December 2015        

 

1 

 

 

1.a. Additional comments: 

 

 

 

 

2.a. Additional comments: 
Attract more early career members for a variety of experience to be heard but also for career 
development and legacy planning. 
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Annual Review of Academic Council Effectiveness Survey   

December 2015        
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3.a. Additional comments: 
Query whether the business of Academic Council filters down to those communities effectively. 

Given the links into GU at this Council, it would be interesting to hear the GU reps views on approaches 
which overlap between GSA-GU 

 

 

 

4.a. Additional comments: 
More representation from the PGT/PGR community would be ideal, they are a voice not heard well in 
this forum. 

In my experience, but the role of the Student Representative is crucial - so far they have been admirable. 

only engages with Student President , most students are unaware of the purpose of academic council. 

I did wonder whether a student rep from GU would be useful? 
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Annual Review of Academic Council Effectiveness Survey   

December 2015        
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5.a. Additional comments: 
Coming from a professional support area I joined to have more visibility of our support area and its 
connection to the academic & student communities.  I feel there could be strongly representation of 
support areas, it feels very weighted in the academic members at the moment. 

 

 

 

6.a. Additional comments: 
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7.a. Additional comments: 
Papers / meeting itself I feel are conducted in a transparent manner, query how the minutes / messages 
can be more transparently communicated post Council meetings (where possible). 

 

 

 

8.a. Additional comments: 
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9.a. Additional comments: 

 

 

 

 

10.a. Additional comments: 
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11.a. Additional comments: 
Re previous comment on post Council communications, how are the teaching staff informed widely 
about decisions taken with reference to academic quality or enhancement. 

 

 

 

12.a. Additional comments: 
Basing this on the recent work on ELIR and similar, I feel AC can be confident this is being achieved. 
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13.a. Additional comments: 

 

 

 

 

14.a. Additional comments: 
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15.a. Additional comments: 
I don't know of any concern or dissatisfaction raised, certainly not in the meetings I have attended 
therefore it is difficult to answer this without being aware of an example?  However, I have answer in the 
affirmative based on the operation of AC to date, I feel if something was raised it would be dealt with 
effectively as other committee business has been. 

 

Notes: 

a. 12 responses from 20 eligible (Response Rate 60.0%) 

b. Survey open from 2 December 2015 to 16 December 2015 
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Annual Review of Academic Council Effectiveness Survey                                                                                                           

December 2015        
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Survey Summary and Historical Comparison 

Survey Questions Survey Year Survey Responses 

  

  Yes 
Yes, but there is 

scope for 
improvement 

No 

1. There is clarity regarding the role of Academic Council and my role as a member 
2015 83% 17% 0% 

2014 73% 27% 0% 

2. There is an appropriate balance of skills and experience among members 
2015 75% 25% 0% 

2014 67% 33% 0% 

3. Academic Council effectively engages with academic communities 
2015 42% 58% 0% 

2014 47% 40% 13% 

4. Academic Council effectively engages with student communities 
2015 50% 42% 8% 

2014 47% 33% 20% 

5. Academic Council effectively engages with professional support services 
2015 50% 42% 8% 

2014 60% 33% 7% 

6. Members exercise their responsibilities in the interests of GSA as a whole 
2015 75% 8% 17% 

2014 60% 27% 13% 

7. Proceedings of Academic Council are conducted in an appropriately transparent manner 
2015 75% 25% 0% 

2014 93% 7% 0% 

8. Academic Council has effective leadership 
2015 75% 25% 0% 

2014 93% 7% 0% 

9. Academic Council dynamics and behaviours are appropriate 
2015 92% 8% 0% 

2014 87% 13% 0% 

10. Academic Council exercises effective oversight of planning, co-ordination, development and supervision 
of the academic work of the institution 

2015 67% 33% 0% 

2014 60% 40% 0% 

11. Academic Council effectively supports academic quality and its enhancements 
2015 67% 33% 0% 

2014 73% 27% 0% 
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12. Academic Council has sufficient information and input to be confident that academic regulatory 
compliance is achieved 

2015 83% 17% 0% 

2014 100% 0% 0% 

13. Academic Council is supportive of GSA's aims and is aligned with its priorities 
2015 83% 17% 0% 

2014 87% 13% 0% 

14. Academic Council evidences a commitment to the vision, organisational cultures and values of GSA 
2015 92% 8% 0% 

2014 80% 20% 0% 

15. Members' concerns or dissatisfaction with any aspect of Academic Council's provision is dealt with in an 
efficient and effective manner 

2015 83% 17% 0% 

2014 80% 7% 13% 
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